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 Bulletin Creation Cut Into 3 Areas of Focus
 TASTE
 Initial steps
 Which bulletin to choose
 Gathering and analyzing your data
 PRESENTATION
 Bulletin creation/visualization
 General requirements
 Making you bulletin stand on its own
 CREATIVITY
 Tips and tricks
 Making your bulletin pop
 Examples in the field. What works and what needs work?

 Picking the best bulletin for your audience

(ingredients):

 First Crucial ingredient!: Is your product for law

enforcement only? Or will it be available to the
public/media?

 Different Types of Bulletins

 Criminal Info/Attempt to Locate Bulletin
 Tactical Bulletin – Crime trend, pattern, series
 Strategic Bulletin (defined below, will not be covered)
 Seasonal/long-term statistics, comparisons of data between
months, years etc.
 Although it won’t be covered in this course, many of the
items used in the other bulletins can be used to create
strategic products

Crime Analysis Process – (Gottlieb et al., 1994)
Collection – Gathering data from records,
FIs, calls, other agencies, etc
Collation – Cleaning data (times/dates are
crucial), geocoding (if mapping) and
creating new variables (if needed)

Analysis – If you find problems with you
data, you may need to start process over
Dissemination – Show your findings
(BULLETIN!)
Feedback – If you’re lucky enough! Find
out what worked/didn’t work, additions,
etc. Can be difficult at times

“IZE” Methodology – (Property of Bair Analytics)
Categorize – Create variables conducive to
finding trends – Race, Sex, Point/Method
of entry, etc,
Generalize – Create general values for
categories. (ex. Taking ring, bracelet,
necklace, into jewelry)
Organize – Group MO variables and
categories then sort
Minimize – Query data for clusters. Look
for commonalities
Maximize – Query data again looking at
new trend (ex – found a unique point of
entry? Don’t just limit it to burglaries.
Check trespasses, criminal damage, etc.

 Study incident reports
 Suspect description
 Date/Time of occurrence
 Geographical location
 Location type
 Crime type

 Don’t neglect field cards, other agency data (often

overlooked)

 Your goal: Explain a lot by writing a little
 First Question: Who is using it? What information are

they looking for?
 Think of these as “expanded notes”
 Best uses for criminal info/attempt to locate bulletin
 Unidentified suspect/group you’re trying to identify
 Identified suspect/group that needs to be arrested
 Officer caution details

 Good if you have a very low number of hits in a series ( 1

or 2) and you want to get info out to patrol officers
 Details on property that needs to be identified
 What else?

Recipe for a Criminal Info/Attempt to locate bulletin
 KEEP TO ONE PAGE!
 Programs needed to create:
 Microsoft Word or Excel (Your preference)
 Optional (but helpful): Image capture software ex: SnagIt
 There is a free way go about doing this as well!

 Creating a Bulletin Template (KEY INGREDIENT)
 Why is this so important?

Recipe for a Criminal Info/Attempt to locate bulletin
 Items required for your template
 Picture Field
 Large enough to fit mug shots, surveillance photos, etc
 Report/Reference #, Date, Time, Location of incident
 Suspect and/or Vehicle info
 Detail is key. Use descriptive words (i.e. all, most, usually). Include
things like scars/marks/tattoos, clothing, vehicle type, etc.
 MO section – This field will vary based on crime type, incident,

and information known

 Take main parts out of report summaries/narratives
 Include if there is probable cause for arrest
 Include contact info – both case Officer/Detective and Analyst

 Date Created – Different than date field above

 Your goal: Explain a lot by showing a lot
 Cater to your audience:

 Who is receiving it?
 What information are they looking for?
 What is the focus of your bulletin?

 Best uses for Trend/Pattern/Series Bulletins

 Identified series/pattern/trend that patrol/detectives need to

be aware of
 Good if you have 3 or more hits in a series and you are
providing forecasting of next hit
 Assist in alerting neighboring jurisdictions of possible future
hits
 Assist in case clearance once suspect(s) is arrested

 Recipe for a Trend/Pattern/Series bulletin
 KEEP TO 2-3 PAGES
 Programs needed to create:
 Microsoft Word and Excel
 Optional (but helpful):
 Image capture software ex: SnagIt (or free process outlined
earlier)
 ATAC Workstation (visit www.bairanalytics.com for more
info)

 Creating a Bulletin Template (KEY INGREDIENT)

 Template
 In order to select some of the options in Microsoft Word

or Excel, you have to turn the developer tab on

Recipe for a Trend/Pattern/Series bulletin
 Items required for your template (Dependent on bulletin
type)
 Overview – Gives a brief description of what you bulletin is

about. If you are crammed for space, this field can be utilized
when you disseminate (email)
 M.O. – Brief breakdown of the suspect(s) MO
 Do not write a paragraph like you would in a criminal info bulletin.

Stick to bullet point format. This will make you bulletin easier to read
through

 Suspect/Vehicle Info - Similar to criminal info bulletin, include

things like scars/marks/tattoos, clothing, vehicle type, etc.

 Much like the MO field, stick to bullet point format in this field as

well

Recipe for a Trend/Pattern/Series bulletin
 Items required for your template (Dependent on
bulletin type)

 Temporal/Predictive Analysis
 This is possibly one of the most important items to include on
you bulletin.
 Not just graphs and charts!
 Graphs and charts are always visually pleasing and can add to the

“pop” of your bulletin, however in some situations you may be
wasting valuable space. Ex – Robbery series with a low (3-4)
number of hits.
 Consider different options of displaying temporal findings

 Explaining dates/times in bullet points
 Be sure to make mention that due to the low number of hits in the series,

accurate temporal analysis is not available at this time

Time of
Day

Recipe for a Trend/Pattern/Series bulletin
 Temporal Charts – Things to keep in mind

 If you are splitting up the time of day and day of week be sure to add a

description of your most frequent days and times – The chart itself
can be deceptive at times
 When doing temporal analysis on data that has time ranges (ex.
Burglary data)

 Make sure to mention your peak time ranges of occurrence
 Do not include incidents that are over 24 hours – This will prevent your

peak times from having exceptionally long ranges. Make note of this on
your product!
 Pay particular attention to incidents that have tighter time frames. This
can help you narrow down peak times

 If you are doing any predictions, make sure you have the following

statement attached to it:

 “… assuming the suspect continues to operate the same way as in the

past.
 This will make it easy to explain if they don’t hit when you predicted


 Other helpful charts to consider (again, will depend on

what type of bulletin your are doing)
 Frequency charts – Many variables you can choose

 Going Beyond the charts:
 Using Statistics in addition to the chart can provide even

more information:

Recipe for a Trend/Pattern/Series bulletin
 Chronology Table (Optional)

 Should always include the following:
 Report #
 Date (First and last fields if you do not have exact dates)
 Day of week (First and last fields if you do not have exact days)
 Time (First and last fields if you do not have exact times)
 Location/Address
 Location Name (If applicable)
 Days between hits (Series only)
 Optional Fields (Dependent on type)
 Point of entry
 Method of entry
 Amount taken (Get ok to release)
 Property taken
 Police Beat/District (If internal only)
 City (If multi-jurisdictional only)

Sequence

Report #

Date

Time

Day

Address of Crime

Address Name

City

Days
Between
Hits

Amount Taken

1

201100548511

4/1/2011

1510

FRI

7820 N 12TH ST

TUESDAY MORNING

PHOENIX

N/A

$170.00

2

201100610894

4/11/2011

1425

MON

7000 N 16TH ST

WALGREENS

PHOENIX

10

$200.00

3

201100651237

4/17/2011

1738

SUN

1806 W BELL RD

GOODWILL

PHOENIX

6

$129.00

4

201100681208

4/22/2011

1205

FRI

1925 E CAMELBACK RD

FAMOUS FOOTWEAR

PHOENIX

5

$250.00

5

201100701701

4/25/2011

1610

MON

4227 E CAMELBACK RD

CAMELBACK FLOWER SHOP

PHOENIX

3

$250.00

6

1110030

4/27/2011

1231

WED

7337 E SHEA BL

FASCINATIONS

SCOTTSDALE

2

$312.00

7

201100725378

4/29/2011

1100

FRI

4318 E CACTUS RD

DOLLAR TREE

PHOENIX

2

$122.84

8

11043935

5/2/2011

1515

MON

5725 W BELL RD

MICHAELS

GLENDALE

3

$678.00

9

1110833

5/6/2011

1212

FRI

7000 E SHEA BL

TUESDAY MORNING

SCOTTSDALE

4

$80.97

10

201100771030

5/6/2011

1345

FRI

4857 E GREENWAY RD

SAFEWAY

PHOENIX

0

$1,310.00

11

201100801709

5/11/2011

1109

WED

13648 N TATUM BL

WASHINGTON FEDERAL

PHOENIX

5

$2,642.00

12

201100834038

5/16/2011

1146

MON

10845 N TATUM BL

BED BATH AND BEYOND

PHOENIX

5

$178.00

13

1111807

5/17/2011

1315

TUE

8525 E PINNACLE PEAK RD

NORTHERN TRUST BANK

SCOTTSDALE

1

$9,650.00

14

201100945045

6/2/2011

1701

THUR

4574 E CACTUS RD

M&I BANK

PHOENIX

16

$0.00

15

11062376

6/23/2011

1617

THUR

6070 W BELL RD

PURE TANNING

GLENDALE

21

$107.00

16

201101082552

6/24/2011

1405

FRI

18411 N CAVE CREEK RD

COMPASS BANK

PHOENIX

1

$807.00

17

11065116

7/1/2011

1603

FRI

20165 N 67TH AV

ACE HARDWARE

GLENDALE

7

$777.00

 If you find you are running low on space and still want

to display your chronology table, consider these
options

 Add the chronology table to your map (coming up!)
 Make it an individual document and attach it separately

Recipe for a Trend/Pattern/Series bulletin
 Photo(s)/Sketches
 Leave enough room for a few surveillance photos/sketches if
you have them
 Similar to the chronology table, if you are running out of real
estate, consider throwing them on the map (if there is room)
or in line with your text
 If you put them in with the text, be sure to utilize these tools
under the picture tools tab when you click on the image (Word)
I have had the best
success with selecting
the “square” option in
the wrap text tab

Grouping multiple
pictures makes them
easier to move around
later on

Recipe for a Trend/Pattern/Series bulletin
 Contact info
 Both case detective(s) and analyst
 Date created

 Page Footer – IMPORTANT!
 These items will auto populate on each page
 Need to state if your bulletin is:

Recipe for a Trend/Pattern/Series bulletin
 Map

 Do you have enough hits/incidents for a full page map?
 If not, consider embedding it in your bulletin or leaving it out until
your next update
 What type of map fits best?
 Pin map? Density? Graduated symbol?
 Just like your next hit predictions, if your map has any predicted

hit areas, be sure to add a similar CYA statement to your map

 “… assuming the suspect continues to operate the same way as in the

past.

 Make sure map title stands on it’s own
 If you map somehow got separated from your bulletin and sent out,
would people still know what it is about?

Recipe for a Trend/Pattern/Series bulletin
 Map Essentials

 ALL of the following need to be on your map!

Recipe for a Trend/Pattern/Series bulletin
 Map

 Other items to consider for your map
 Sequence numbers – Very helpful!
 Sequence lines/arrows
 Use caution on this one. If your offender is all over the map (pun
intended!) this will look like a clustered mess!
 Items you might not be able to fit in the bulletin portion
 Chronology table
 Surveillance photos
 Temporal Charts
 Be sure not to clutter your map up to much with these extras. The
points/density on the map needs to be the focus

If you want to learn more on map creation, be sure to attend our other
class “FROM BLANK CANVAS TO MASTERPIECE” tomorrow!

Recipe for a Trend/Pattern/Series bulletin
 Last and most crucial step!!

Have someone review your bulletin/product
before you disseminate it!!!
 You’ve been working so hard on this that there may be some simple

errors that you may have made
 If you literally have no one there to go over it, save it, take a well
deserved break, and go back and review it

 Sometimes that step back will give you a different perspective when you go

back and look at it.

 PDF your document

 Do not send out the Word or Excel document. It may not look the way

you intended it and someone else could inadvertently modify it and send
it.
 This will also compress your map/images into smaller, non-mailbox
bombing sizes
 Don’t be that guy!

 Tips and Tricks – None of the following items are

required for you products nor will they be necessary to
use and every time. These will help give you bulletin an
extra Pop!
 For charts/graphs
 Don’t be afraid to use color! Excel 2007 and up have some great
templates that are super easy to choose. Look for this button
and play around. There are a ton of options! I particularly like
to start with these and tweak the colors:

 Adding conditional formatting
 This is one of the easiest things you can add that makes

your charts stand out
 There is also a trick to adding these into a Word doc
 I will show you how easy

BOOM!

 Color coding you bulletins based on crime type
 This simple step will make it easy for you and your

recipients to identify what type of bulletin they are
looking at right off the bat
 Consider making a legend to send out first so they know what

they represent
 This will also make it quick and easy to save them to their
appropriate folders
 Reminds you what unit(s) to include when you disseminate

 Adding potential suspect(s)/investigative leads

 If known, listing the following types of people to your bulletin/map

that are in your main activity areas can be extremely helpful






Probationers
Sex offenders
Repeat offenders
Suspicious people field contacted in area
If they live, work, or play in the area, list them!

 Adding potential targets to you map

 Ex: Did you make a robbery bulletin where the suspect is hitting drug

stores demanding oxycontin?

 Try googling drug stores in your main activity areas?
 Also try visiting your local companies (Walgreens, CVS, etc.) websites and

try their store locators

 Even better: Reach out to their loss prevention or retail theft groups and see if

anyone else already has the data

 This is especially helpful with bank robbery series!
 Other places to find addresses
 If you agency has a GIS department, see if they have business license layers
 Don’t have a computer? Try the trusty Yellow Pages

 Naming your bulletin

 Get creative!!! Borderline cheesy!
 Pick something related to the offender’s MO or clothing
 If multi-jurisdictional – make sure to run the name by

others and make sure they haven't already named them!
 CAUTION: This info may eventually hit the media, so
make sure it’s a name your agency will be ok with!

 Saving your work

 This may sound stupid, but creating a standardized

method to saving your products will help you and
everyone in you department!
 Create folders for specific units in your department

 This is where color coding the bulletins is super helpful!

 Don’t just name things PD Robbery Bulletin 1

 Include the name of the series, crime type, or the type of analysis

you displayed

 Date them!

 Add the date you completed each bulletin for easy reference later
 If/when you have an update add ‘updated_9-6-2012’ or something

similar

 This will help you quickly find older products. It will also

help fellow unit members find your work if you ever finally
hit the lottery and bounce!

What types of tips or tricks do
you use?

Examples of products
How can they be improved?

 What do you think about this chronology table of a robbery bulletin?

Mike Winslow
mwinslow@scottsdaleaz.gov
480-312-8276
Brian Napolitano
Brian_Napolitano@tempe.gov
480-350-8299

